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CRCliS SECTION3 FOR EIEC'l'RON EXCITATION CIF THE 3914-A (0,0) BAND 

OF THE ~FIEST NEGATIVE SYB'JEM 

by 

Redus F. Holland 

ABSTRACT 

As part of a study of the emission fran nitrogen excited by an elec

tron beam, .cross sections for electron excitation of the 3914-A (0,0) 
+ . 

ba!Xl of the N2 first negative system were measured for electron energies 

of 95 to 2023 ev, · Because published values for thelile cross sections d1f

fer by factors of two to three, 2 ' 3 ' 6 an effort was made to establish the 

accuracy of the measurements,. 3914-A ba!Xl intensity wa~ measured with 

two indepe!Xlent:cy calibrated photaneters and a scanning spectraneter •. A 

comparison of equipnent a!Xl joint observations were made with experiment

ers fran two other laboratories. .The cross section· obtained for the 

3914-A ba!Xl at 95 eV is 1.5 X 10-17 ~' and that at 2023 eV is 3.1 x 

10-18 ~ •. By a simple calculation, one can derive a corresponding ef

ficiency of 4.~ x 10-3 fw; the production of the 3914-A band by electrons 

in air. The excitation cross sections are in reasonable agreement with 

other recent measurements, e-a bUt are higffir than sane values reported 

earl1er.2 ' 3 The calculated efficiency is 1n fair agreement with the re

sults ·of laboratory. efficiency measurements.1o,11 

INTRODUCTION of the IDe Alamos air fluorescence system for de

tecting nuclear events, 1 A prominent feature of the emission spectrum of 

air or nitrogen ionized by elect.rons is the 39i4-A 

(o,o) band of the r4" first negative system. The 

probab1l!ty of exciting t.}11s bam by electrons is of·. 

interest in the study of aurorae a!Xl related atmos

pheric J>henanena uui, in this Iabor.atary, as part of 

the general problem of describing· the excitation o1' 

air by photoelectrons produced by thermal x rays 

Electron excitation crUHH sectiono for t.re 
3914- A bazd were first determined by Stewart, 2 and 

fil\lb&equent measurements include those of Sheridan, 

Oldebberg, and carleton; 3 Hayakawa and. Nish:lm.ura;"' 

Dllvi.:IFion ami O'Ne11; 6 McConkey and Iat1mer; 8 Srivas

tava a!Xl Mirza J 7 a!Xl McConkey, Woolsey, and Burns,"' 

fran nuclear explosions. The excitation ·probabili

ty of the 3914-A band bas specific· :Importance, as 

well., since observation of this ba!Xl is the basis 

The observations of Sheridan, · Oldenberg, and 

cari.eton3 covered a wide electron energy range 

(~bout 25 eV to' 28 keV). Their results showed good 

agreement with Stewart,2 HayakSwa and Nishimura, 4 
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and Davidson and O'Neil5 in their comm:on energy 

ranges, The cross sections of McConkey and lati

mer,6 however, were a factor of 2 to 3 higher than 

those of Stewart2 and Sheridan et al. 1
3 in· the same 

energy range, 

The difference· between the results of McConkey 

and latimer and' those reported earlier has been the 

subject of some discussion· in the literature. Based 

in part on the cross sections of McConkey and lati

mer, 6 Dalgarno, latimer,· and McConkey9 estimated an 

efficiency of 4.0 x· 10-3 for the production of 

3914-A band energy by energetic electrons in air, 

in fair agreement with the efficiency of 3,3 X 10-3 

measured for 750-eV electrons by Hartman and Hoer-
. * 

lin. 10' 

Commenting on the note of Dalgiirno et ai.", Da

vidson12 directed attention to the good agreement of 

the earlier cross·-section measurements. 2 - 5 He 

pointed out that the data of McConkey and latimer 

were taken with an indirect~ calibrated system, 

while the earlier workers used standard 18mp (photo

metric) calibrations. 

McConkey, Hool.Sey, and Burns, 6 to check the va

lidity of the technique used by McConkey and. lati

mer, have measured 3914-A cross sections ilsing a 

standard liunp calibration, They obtain cross sec

tions in good agreement with those of McConkey and 

latimer. Support for the ·'.'high" values iS also 

provided by l.he recent measurements of Srivastava 

and Mirza. 7 

In this laboratory, experiments have been iri 

progress to nieai:nn-e the vacuum ultraviolet emission 

from nittogen excited by an electron beam, Concur

rent with th!se measurements, the intensity of light 

emitted in the 3914-A band was measured, and excita;.. 

tion cross sections were determired for electrons 

with energies of 95 to 2~3 ev. init:Ltil values 

agreed very close~ with the results of »::Conkey 

and latimer, 6 Because of the interest in a precise 

determination ·or the 3914-l bam cross sections, an 

effort was made to reduce the probability of error, 

particUlar~ that which might aris'e in the photO.. 

metric cnl:l:bratioiiS, lohltiple observations were 

*Hartman1 i ~s recent~ repeated th:i.s measurement, 
obtaining an efficiency ·of 3.4 X 10·3 • 
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made with two photaneters and a scanning spectrane

ter, calibrated independent~ for absolute sensi

tivity. The proportionality of light output to 

beam current am nitrogen pressure was checked for 
. + 

sane electron energies, The intensities of the N,2. 

first negative (o,o), (O,l), (0,2), and (0,3) bands 

.were canpared, 

A cross check of pressure gauges and photanet

ric standards was performed with R, O'Neil of Ameri.. 

can Science and Engineering (ASE) and N~ P. Carleton 

of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Joint 

Observations with O'Neil of tiE 3914-A cross section 

were made at one electron energy, using our electron 

beam sour·ce, 

The experimental arrangements, calibration 

techniques, and results of these measurements are 

described below, 

Eirn:RIMEN.rAL PROCEDURE 

General 

The experimental Pz-ocedure was straightforward, 

A beam of electrons vias directed across a ch&nber 

through which nitrogen·was flowing; and collected on 

the opposite side, Light emitted passed through a 

Pyrex window, and its intensity was measured·with a 

photaneter or scanning spectraneter, Fran tiE in

tensity of emission, beam current, and gas density, 

cross sections for electron excitation were deter

mined, 

Apparatus 

The gun am collision chambers and the 3914-J. 

photanet.er are shown in Fig. 1, as viewed fran the 

top, The chamber 1s a 12-in. cube, Mitheson pre

purified~ gas, specification 99.996% pure, was 

adinitted through a reedle valve at tiE top, The gas 

inlet was baffled by a 1-in,-diam plate, 1/4 in, 

f'ran the opening, Pressure was regulated by the 

inlet valve and a 4-in,-diam exhaust Va.lve at the 

bottan of the chamber, '!be opening to the exhaust 

valve was baffled. by a 10-in.-square plate, to aid 

in producing a uniform gas density, Gun am colli

sion chambers were each equipped with a 720 liter/sec 

diff'usion pump, trapped with liquid nitrogen, Low

est pressure obtairied 'with no gas flowing in was 



about 2 X 10-7 ~rr. During measurements the gas 

flow rate was af' the order af' 0.03 Torr - liter/sec. 

The i;lressure in the chamber was monitored with an 

ionization gauge ani measured with a Mcleod gauge, 

both with apertures at the top af' tl2 chamber. 

-
FARADAY CUP 

I 

I 
II 1-....., (~ T ''1~ I' I 

G~N LEN~ BIAS ELECTJOD.E 

COLLECTOR CUP 

PYREX WINDOW --
3914 A PHOTOMETER 

--
FiLTER 

Fl ~ 

PHOTOMULTIPLIER 

Fig. 1. Coll:lJJion chamber. 

The electron beam was produced by a triode gun 

and focused by an electrostatic lens, to pass 

through a first apertme af' 3/i6-in. diam ani a 

seeoiJl .. ·ur 1/8-:!.n. diMm int.n the chamber. After 

traversing the chamber, the beam passed thr~h a 

1/2-in. hole in a grounled plate ·and through a 3/4-

in. hole into a collector cup, 8 in. deep. ~ aid 

in collection af' electrons, the collictor eup w.a; 

normally held at 5 to 7 V positive, and at the back 

},ad a pl.lite b:i1.\st:!n at + 45 v. The beam c=ent was 

measmed at the collector am at an auxiliary cup 

which could 'Ut: swung in front af' the p;un part. 

Collision chamber, gun, and. collection assem

blies were made of nonmagnetic materials. The local 

magnetic field was initially about 0.6 G, and aP

prax:bnately perpenlicular to the beam. Two 4-ft

d.iam coils were placed with planes at right angles 

to each other intersecting on the beam axis. Ad

justing the cmrent in these coils reduced the mag

netic fields in tl2 collision chamber to< 0.1 G, 

so that the beam traversed the chamber without no

ticeable benling. 

'l!1e photaneter coll:bnator was a cylinlrical 

tube with two rectangular a·l;lert'lll"es defining the 

field af' view. In the first collimator used, the 

front apert'I.U"e was l./2 in. square 1 the back 1/8 in. 

square. The two were 12 in. Spirt. Mounted behind 

the back apertme was a 3914-A interference filter 

ani an EMI 60975 photanultiplier. A seconl photom

eter used was very s:fm1J.ar to the one described. 

The spectrometer was a half-meter Jarrell-Ash 

Ebert scanning monochranatar, with 6oo t/mm grating 

blazed for 7500 A. An EMI. 6o9?S photanultiplier was 

mounted at the exit slit. 

For both the spectraneter and photaneter, tube 

cmrents were measmed with a Keithly 610 electran-

eter. 

Observational Arrangements 

The photometer was placed with its axis perpen

dicular to the beam, and with two sides of each 

aperture parallel to the beam. The rectangular cone 

viewed .by the photometer was about 1 in. wide at the 

beam. The cone extended into a recess at th!:! UJ,IpO• 

cite side of the chamber which was provided for 

attachment of a vacuuul ultraviolet spectrometer, but 

which was terminated by a black plate during cross

section measmements. 

D.1 the mo&II'I.U"e!!ll:'nt.R made w;ith the Ebert spec

trometer, the light emerging through the Pyrex win

dow was focused on the entrance slit of the spec

trometer by a 6-in. spherical mirror with 1-m radius 

of curvature. Distance from beam to mirror wa; 78.::; 

in., and that from mirror to spectrometer 26.5 in. 

The angle between incident and reflected beam was 

about uf • ·The image af' the beam was perpenlicular 

to tlJB entrance alit. 

Photometer C811brationo 

'!Wo methods were used to calibrate photomulti

pliers for the 3914-A photometer. 
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* In the first method, the tube sensitivity was 

determined by comparing its response to monochromat

ic light with that of a thermopile which had been 

calibrated with an NBS total irradiance standard. 

The comparison was imirect. Light from a Perkin

Elmer double monochromator was passed through a 

glass plate set at 45" to the axis and focused on 

the thermopile. The light diverted by the plate 

struck a frosted glass ~Iindow behind which was a 

1!'28 photomultiplier. The ratio of 1!'28 signal to 

power measured by the thermopile was determined. 

The intensity was reduced, am the thermopile re

placed by the tube to be calibl"::ted. The sensitivi

ty of the tube is the ratio of its current to the 

beam power as determined fram the 1P28 signal. ~e 

sensitivity at 3914 A. obtained with the tube used in 

photometer No. 1, EMI 60978 ~3873, was 1.31 X 103 

A/Hat 750V. 

In the second method, the assembled photometer, 

i.e., the photomultiplier and interference filter 

mounted in the collimator tube, was exposed to fii

tered light from an NBS spectral irradiance_ stand

ard. The external filters were a neutral density 

filter to reduce intensity, and a Corning 5113 fil

ter to block the red leak of the interference fil-
** :ter. 

From the output signal, filter transmission 

curves,_ and lamp clla.rncterj.stjc~;, tm tube seusl'tl-v

ty at 3914 A wao determined. For the tube used in 

photometer No. 2, EMI 60978 *16747, the sensitivity 

at 3914 A as determined by the first method was 

420 Ajw, am that determined by the sec om method, 

390 Ajw, at 750 V. The mean, 405 A/VI, was used in 

data reduction. 

'lb canplete the photometer calibration, the ef

fective transmission of the interference filter for 

the 3914-l band, '] , was calculated from the fil-
eff 

ter transmission and a bam contour calculated as-

suming a rotational temperature of 29B' K. The two 

3914-A filters used were nearly identical. Each has 

*~is measurement was performed by Walter Gould of 
this laboratOry. 

**During cross-section observations, a Corni~ 
1
3389 

filter which cuts off wavelengths below 4000 A was 
used to check for a red contribution to the sig
nal. None was observed. 
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a peak transmission of about 0.44 at 3913 A, and a 

half-width of - 14 A. For each, Teff .. 0.313. 

Transmissions of all filters were measured with a 

Cary Model 14 spectrometer. The max:lnn.un divergence 

of the light from the axis of the spectrometer beam 

was. estimated at 2.5". 

Spectrometer Calibration 

For the calibration of the Ebert spectrometer, 

the ribbon filament of a standard lamp was placed, 

relative to the spectrometer and mirror, at the same 

- position occupied by the electron beam in the cross

section measurements. Entrance and exit slits were 

100 ~ wide, am were masked to heights of - 2 and 4 

mm, respectively. The image af the filament filled 

the entrance aperture. The current from the photo

multiplier tube was recorded while the spectrometer 

was scanned fram 3000 to 12,000 A-. The first and 

second orders appeared as two overlapping ''humps,." 

peaking at - 5000 A in the first order and - 4000 A 

in the second. Four runs were made, using two 

standard lamps • 

For the first two scans, NBS brightness temper

ature standard lamp No._ G-25155a was operated at 

brightness temperatures of 220cf and 260cf K. The 

spectral radiance for the two temperatures had been 

calculated using the tungsten emissiv;!;1;y dat.a af 

d.e Vos 13 am taking into account the quartz window 

of the lamp. 

Two scans were made with lamp lb. U-1111 an NBS 

spectral radiance standard, operated at 35.0 A 

(- 226cf K brightness). During one run, a Corning 

3389 filter was inserted to cut off light below 

4000 A. A canparison of results obtained with arid 

without filter indicated that the contribution to 

the signal in the range 3750 to hooo A from scat

tered light with wavelength greater than 4000 A was 

negligible. Also, in the s~cond order above 3750 A, 

the first-order contribution to the signal could be 

neglected. 

The spectrometer sensitivity, expressed as the 

ratio of photomultiplier signal ~ (A) to the prod

uct of lamp radiance 1\ (w cm-2 ster- 1 A- 1 ) am the 

entrance slit height h (em), 1s shown in Fig. 2. 
n 

The two runs with lamp G-25155& had a maximum spread 

of 6'f, and an average -spread of 2'f,. Their mean is 

-r 



the solid line in the figln'e • 'lhe black dots repre

sent the values obtained with lamp tr-1111 detennined 

at the NBS calibration points. 

Pressure Measurement 

Pressure in the collision chamber was measured 
' with a Consolidated Vacuum Corporation GM-110 Mcieod 

gauge, trapped with dry ice. Problems arising with 

such a system. have _been reviewed by Carr •14 

'nle ·conventional way af operating the gauge rsay 

produce wrong pressure readings if the surface char;. 

acteristics of the open and closed capillaries are 

different. In the method used, the open capillary 

was ignored, and the level of the mercury in the 

l.li.rge, open side arm was used for reference. 'lbe 

capillary depression was measured at low pressure, 

as·a function of the mercury level in the closed 

capillary. In each pressure measurement, the com

press.ion was varied to produce several pressure 

readings 1 as in the method of Podgurski and Davis • 15 

The readings at each pressure usually agreed within 

>-
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w 
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Q: 
w 
1-
w 
::;; 
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0 
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LAMP G-2~1~~ a 

e e . e LAMP U-111 

I0-4L._, __ 4..J.OO-O------,OJ..0_0 ______ 6-:0'-:-0-0---' 

WAVELENGTH (AI 

Fig. 2. Spectral sensitivity of the Ebert monochro.
metor with EMI 60978 photomultip~ier oper
ated at 750 v. SUI; widthc 1 100 ~r; 

2 to 3~, for measurements in the range 0.05 to 

3.0 lo4 Hg. 

At the lower end of the range, appreciable 

error can be caused by the diffusion of mercury from 

gauge to cold trap. 14 To reduce the vapor pressure 

and make this error negligible, the Mcieod gauge was 

operated at 0° c. 'Ibis made necessary a thermal 

. transpiration correction of (298/273) 112 • l.o45 to 

the measured pressure. 

Beam-Current Measurement 

At ·the pl"essure ( ... 0.5 ~) of the energy-depend

ence measurements 1 beam currents measured at the en

trance ard exit collectors agreed within 1 to 2'f, for 

electron energy above 200 eV. The entrance collec

tor current was normal]¥ about 6 to 8'f, higher for 

200-eV and 10 to 12~ higher for 100-eV electrons at 

this pressure. This must, in part, have been due to 

scattering out of the beam in the long (:~0-cm) path. 

At low pressure, "'0.13 1-4, the .agl'eements at 100 eV 

ard 200 eV were"' 5'1> ard "'3'1>, respective]¥. Since 

the entrance and exit collector currents repl"esent. 

the maximum and minimum number of electrons crossing 

the detector field of view 1 the mean of the two cur

rent readings always was used in the calculations. 

'lhe electron energy was assumed to be equal to. 

the accelerating voltage, measured between the cham

ber and the gun filament leads. A crude retarding 

potential analysis made at low pressure, with 20 

"£.fin. screens over the apertures of the collector cup 

ard shielding plate, indicated ent:1'gy spreads r:rf 3, 

4, 5, and 10 eV for accelerating voltages of 95, 

399, 7o4, and 1008 V, respective]¥. At the pres

sures of the cro~a.sect1on measurements, there is 

some electron energy loss by collisions. The energy 

loss is not expected to change the light output 

significant]¥. The collisions may rP.move electrons 

from ·the field of view, as indicated above. 

OBSERVATION3 AND RESUL'lB 

Photometer r.Easurements 

For the observations w1 th the photometers 1 the 

cross seet1on Q ( cru2) for exci t:l.ng the 3914-A bard 
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is given by 

i 4n ~ 
Q • 

where 

i • photomultiplier anode current (A) 

R • distance from beam to back aperture (em) 

I • beam current (A) 

N • N2 nUlllber density (em-3) 

E}.. • ener~ of the photons ; 3.17 eV 

t:.i. a length of beam "seen" by a point on the 
back aperture (em) 

A .. area of the back aperture ( ~) 

Tw "' Pyrex window transmission .. 0.92 

Teff a effective transmission of the interference 
filter for the 3914-l band .. o.313 

s~ • tube sensitivity near 3914 A (Ajw) 

Data and cross sections are presented below for en

ergy-dependence measurements with two photometers. 

For observations with photometer No. 1, 

R = 51.0 em 

N = P ~ Hg) X 3.22 X 1013 

M • 2.13 em 

A = 0.1008 crrf! 

SA • 1.31 X 103 Ajw at 3914 A (6o97S 4f23873 at 
750 V) 

.Q ( --2 ) i (A) X 3 95 X 10- 12 =- '" I (A) P(ll) • 

Results are shown in Table I. 

Table I. Energy Dependence of 3914:.1 Cross 
Sections ~ith Photometer No. 1 

Electron Nitrogen . Beam Tube Cross 
Energy Pressure Current Current Sectiorw 

(ev) P(!:! Hg) I(mA) i{l0- 9A~ Q~lo-17~) 

95 0.44 0.075 0,124 1,48 

196 0,44 0,215 0,325 ·1.36 

501 0.44 0,605 o.6o 0,89 

907 0,44 1.06 0,68 0.57 

1820 0,44 1.65 0,63 0.34 

Using photometer No. 1, the 3914~ light output 

from 907:.ev electrons was observed while pressure 

was held at 0,14 1.1 Hg and the gas flow rate was var

ied by first fully opening the exhaust _valve, then 

closing it uhtil the 6-rings touched the sealing 

surface, The excitation cross section did not 

change. At electron energies of 197 and 907 eV, and 

8 

pressure "" 0, 5 1.1 Hg, the collector cup bias was var

ied from 5 to 22 eV, No change in 3914-A light 

output was observed, 

For observations with photometer No. 2, 

R • 71,8 em 

N • P (1.1 Hg) X 3.22 X 1013 

M • 2.56 em 

A •·,0495 ~ 

SA • 405 A/W ( 60975 4fl674 7 at 750 V) 

Q ( 2) i (A) 4 ·11 
. em • I (A) p (1.1) : . ,30 X 10 

. Results are shown in Table II. 

Table II. Energy Dependence of 3914-A Cross 
Sections with Photometer No. 2 

Electron Nitrogen Beam Tube Cross 
Energy Pressure Current Current Sections 

~eVl P(~ ~l I( mAl i~l0- 10A) Q~ 10•17 em2) 

95 0.44 0.058 0,091 .1.53 

196 0,44 0,170 0.227 1.30 

399 0.44 0.38 0.377 0.98 

501 0.52 o.8o 0.81 0,84 

602 0.44 0.43 0.328 0.75 

907 0,44 1.01 0.57 0.55 

1211 0.44 2.02 0,94 0.45 

1516 0.44 2.02 o.8o 0.39 

1820 0,44 2.50 0,84 0.33 

2023 0.44 3.02 0.97 0,31 

With photometer No, 2, pressure dependence was 

observed at electron energies of 196, 501, 907, and 

1820 ev. Light output was proportional to N2 pres

sure Over the range 0,1 to 1.0 1.1 Hg, 

Spectrometer Measurements 

\-lith beam current and pressure held constant, 

the signal from the photomultiplier tube at the exit 

slit was recorded, while the spectrometer scanned 

across the 3914-A band, Though the rotational lines 

were not resolved, the band contours appeared "nor

mal~ " i.e,, about as expected for. thermal equilibri

um near room temperature. The 3884.1 ( 1, 1) first 

negative band is resolved, and appears to be "" 5'1> 

at the 3914-A band intensity. Its contribution to 

the photometer signals must be less than l'f,, 

The photanultiplier signal, integrated over 

wavelength across the band, can be ~lated to the 



.. 

excitation cross section by the equation 

4TT j I\ hn Ra ~ ~ Q•----
:1;,. R1 wn wx 

where I, N, ~~ am Tw have the same s:l8nificance as 
above, am where 

J • spectr~ter sigJlal integrated over the 
bam (A-A) 

.\ 
R h -.spectrometer sensitivicy1 as shown ~ 
-1.. n Fig, 2, · 

Ri • distance, beam to mirror • 78,5 em 

Ra "' distance, mirror to slit • 26,5 em 

~ • entrance am exit slit w:ldths 1n the ca~i- · 
bration • 100 1.1 

Wn' Wx • slit widths 1n the observation • 100 1-L ar 
. 2001.1 

Results ar the spectraneter observations far the 

~914-A bam are shown 1n Table III. Far tlEse ob

servations 

~ • ~.17 ev, 

wn, wx "' 200 1.1, 

and 

l • 2.~ x 10·2 (~914 A, secou;l order). 
hn 1\ 

The cross section 

Q - I (A) P (1.1) 

'D:lble III. Energy Dependence ar the ~914-A Bam 
Cr~~ :Jectionc wit.h Scanning Spectraneter 

Eleci!;ron Nitrogen Beam Integrated Cross 
Energy Press we CUrrent S!rol Sections 
(eV~ P(~ !!§~ I(mA) J(lo· 0 A-A)Q(lo- 17 cmf1 

95 0,4, o.o7o 1.28 1.50 

196 0,50 0,21 3.72 1.25 

501 o.43 0.55 5.~ 0,86 

901 0,43 1.~6 9.06 0.54 

1eeo 0,50 2.55 11.50 0.32 

2003 0.43 2.19 1.9'~. 0,30 

With the scanning spectrometer, the_ depemence 

on beam cwrent of the integral over the 3914-A baJ:id 

was observed far 907-eV electron eJ:Ergy aDi 0,56-j.J.. 

presswe·. The baDi intensity ve.o proportiom~l to .. 

current fran o.oo. to 2.0-mA beam current. 

At the same energy (907 eV) and presswe 

(0.561.1), the cross sections :!lbr other v' • 0 ~ 
first negative bands were determiJ:Ed, They are: 

co,1) 4278 A 

co,2> 4709 A 

(0,3) 5228 A 

sum!uary am CaDIII3ntS 

1,8 x 10-18 cnP, 
4,1 X 10-19 C11P, 
7,0 X 10.20 cnP. 

The presswe am cwrent dependence imicate no 

appreciable contribution fran secondary processes. 

There is no imication 1n the spectral observations 

. of a contribution at 3914 A due to featwes other 

than the (0,0) bam. 'l!le relative emission probabi

lities of the (o,o), (0,1), (0,2), and (0,3) bams, 

measwed primarily as a check on the spectraneter 

calibration, were 1,00, 0,33, 0,015, am 0,013 1 in 

agreement with values ar 1,00, o.~5, o.o8, and 0,01 

derived fran the data af' Wallace and Nicholla, 16 

'l!le electron excitation cross-section data for 

the 3914-A bam af the r4 first negative system are 

collected am averaged in Table JY. 

'D:lble JY. 3914-A Bam Electron Excitation 
Cross Sections (10- 17 cnP) 

I 
Electron. 

. Energy 
(eV) 

95 
196 

399 

501 

~ 

901 
1211 

1516 

1eeo 

2003 

Photaneters 
~!2:2 

1.40 1.5:~ 

1.36 1,30 

0,98 

o.89 o.84 

0.75 

0.57 0.55 

o.45 

0.39 

o.}4 0.33 

o.~l 

Spectrometer Average 

1.50 1.50 

1.25 1.30 

0.98 

0,86 0,86 

0.75 

0.~4 0.55 

0.45 

0.39 

0.33 

0,31 

It 1s worth mentioning that initial values, which 

received limited circulation 1n a preliminary re

port, were about 15~ b,igher than those presented 

here. The difference was ev.idently due partly to a 

poor photanetric cal:lllration in the initial measwe

ments, but ... 5i contribution was due to light scat

tered from the slit body of an "ultraviolet spectrom

eter. 
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The agreement among the three sets of values 

in Table IV is better than that of all numbers ob

tained. Maximum "scatter" in measurements ( includ

ing pressure and .current dependence) with all in

struments lias about ± 10% of the average values 

shmm. The absolute accuracy est~ted for the 

measurement of 3914-A band intensity is ± 6"/o. The 

same accuracy is claimed for the pressure measure

ment. The beam current is thought to be accuratel¥ 

meas~ed to vii thin ::: 2'/o for electron energies above 

200 eV, ::: 4% near 200 eV, and ± 6% near 100 eV. A 

cons!'!rvative estimate for the maximum uncertainty is 

thus ± 20% below 200 eV and ± 15"/o above 200 eV. 

Comparison '·lith Other Experiments 

The ratio of the N2 total-ionization cross sec

tions to the 3914-i\ cross sections is of some inter

est. This rati9 is thought to be constant oyer a 

wide energy range. other cross-section measurements 

·indicate nearly constant ratios within various ener

gy intervals ranging from 50 eV to 20 keV, 5 ' 7- 9' 12 

though the actual magnitude of the ratios depends on 

which set of ionization and excitation cross sec

tions are used •. 

In Table V, the ratios of N2 ionization cross 

sections of Tate and Smith17 ('IB), Rapp and England

er-Golderi1!'1 (RE), and Schram, de Heer, van der l·liel, 

and Kistemaker19 (SHHK) to the 3914-A cross sections 

f'l"\:1111 Ta'Ult! Iv Bl'e shmm. The e;)!:citation !lnd j_on

ization cross ser.tions are in consta.nt proporticm 

vii thin about ± 5% over the range 100 to 2000 eV. 

Provided the proportionality extends to higher ener

gy, one can compare the excitation cross sections in 

T'dble IV with others obtained at higher energy by 

comparing their lllflgnitudes relative to the ioniza

tion cross sections. 

Ratios such as those in ~ble V are sometimes 

used, •lith the average electron energy loss per ni

trogen ion (generally taken as 35 eV) to calculate 

efficiencies for the production of 3914-A photons 

llhen energetic electrons "run down" in nitrogen or 

air (9ee, for example, Refs~ 9 and 12). Making the 

usual assumptions, values obtail'll:!d for the 3914-A 

efficiency in air based on averages in ~ble V are, 

respectively, 3.8 x 10- 3 ('.!B), 4.2 >: 10- 3 (RE), and 

10 

~ble v. Ratio of N2 Tbtal Ionization Cross 
to 3914-A Excitation Cross Sections 

Sections 

Ratio 
Energy 

~ '1El.7 REl.B SHVIK19 

95 19.2 16.7 

196 19. r{ 17.6 

399 18.6 16.9 

501 18.1 16.9 
602 18.3 17.2 15.3 

907 17.8 15.3 
1211 15.1 
1516 14.6 
lf.eO 15.2 

2023 14.8 
Averages 18.8 17.2 15.0 

4,8 X 10·3 (SH\·IK). The mean is 4.3 X 10· 3 which may 

be compared with the value 3.4 :< 10· 3 measured by' 

Hartman and Hoerlin10 at this laboratory and recent

ly confirmed by Hartman. l.l. One may note also that 

a most probable 3914-A fluorescence efficiency of 1% 

was derived by Bennett20 and Hoerlin21 from observa

tions of the emission produced by x rays from high 

altitude nuclear explosions. 

'Iil.e calculation for the efficiency derived 

from laboratory data uses measured values of ion

ization efl:'iciency and ionization cross sections, 

a., ,.1gll oo ·i-Le :>914-A excitation cross sections, 

a·ll of which have some uncertainty. It is based on 

the assumption that the ratio of the number of 

nitrogen ions to the number of 3914-J, photons pro

duced is independent of the energy of exciting 

electrons over the important energy range. Hhile 

one must therefore not give too much 1•eight to the 

. calculated efficiency, it is in fair agreement 

with the efficiency measured in the laboratory. 

Hith sane reservation, this may be taken as a con

firmation that in the laboratory efficiency exper

iment each excitation of the parent state of the 

3914-A band is produced by a single collision of an 

electron with N.2 in the ground state. Hith similar 

reservation, one may conclude that the efficiency 

in the high altitude explosions is higher due to ex

citation by other processes. This is presumably 

because such a large air ma~s is excited by the 

explosion and because so much energy is deposited 
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so rapidly that other processes are more :!..mp>rtant 

than in the laboratory exper:l.ment. 

The 3914-A cross sectio~ are com:pared w~tb re
sults af other cross-section measurements in Fig. 3. 
The ag1-eement with Srivastava and Mirza'T is good; 

the di:f'ference is less than 15~ in the canmon energy 

range. The agreement with McConkey am Iat1mere is 

very good in the narrow range af overlap. The later 

work af McConkey, Woolsey, am B\U'IlS 8 is also 1n 

good agreement with ours. The dif'f'erence between the 

present results and those .of Stewart; 2 Sheridan, 

Oldenberg, and Carleton; 3 am Hayakawa and Nish:l.mura4 

1B considerable. our values are greater by ratios 

af 1.5 to 3. 

Published cross sections af Davidson and O'N:!ils. 

are in agreement with Sheridan et al., 3 and, by in.. 

:f'erence, also in disagreement with the values in 

~ble rl. Results af a recent measurement by O'Neil 

and Carleton will be discussed briefly in the next 

section, 

gross Checks 

.A:L''ter our initial tneasurements, the diSagree-

X 

(Refs. 2-4, 6-8). 

ment with the .early work was discussed with Dr. 

N. P. Carleton af the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob- . 

servatory' who :partici:pated in one af the ~arlier 

experiments. 3 It was :partly because af his sugges

tions tha:t additional photometer calibrations were 

performed and spectrometer ·measurements were made. 

He also suggested that we com:pare equipnent in the 

hope Of resolving the di:f'ference in our results, 

Mr. R. O'N:!il of American Sc;:!.ence and Eng11'1P.P.-r:l.ng 

expressed in-terest in an exchange for s:l.milar res

sons, After the measurements described above, joint 

cross-check measurements with O'N:!il and Carleton 

·we1·e undertaken. 

Carleton and O'Neil ascertained that their ra

diometry standards were in agreement, am "com:pared 

pressure gauges. O' N:!il visited LASL bringing 

Carleton's Pirani gauge, au NBS-calibrated pyrCllll

eter used at .ASE, same small standard apertures, 

and a photomultiplier am 3914-A inte.rference filter 

to const:ruc:t a photometer, We cooperated in the 

following measurements. 

11 



The Pirani gauge was calibrated with our Mcleod 

gauge at 3,19 and 1.39 1..1 Hg. The two previous cali

brations af the gauge in Massachusetts had indicated 

pressures 4% and 10% higher (O'Neil) and 13% and 19% 

higher (Carleton) 1 respectivezy, than the. Mcleod · 

gauge. 

The pyraneter was checked against our bright

ness temperature standard lamp G-25155a (the lamp 

used in the spectrometer calibration). For read

ings in the range · 2100 to 24ooQ K, the pyrometer con

sistentzy indicated temperatures 10° to 15° higher 

tmn those derived fran the lamp calibration, cor

responding to 8 to 12% biglEr radiance at. 3914 A, 

In O'Neil's photometer calibrationmethod, the 

3914-A photaneter looks at a small aperture af known 

area, behind which is the ribbon filamEmt af a tung

sten lamp. The filament temperature is measured by 

the pyrometer 1 and the radiant flux at the photan

eter is calculated. From the photometer signal and 

the filter transmission, the sensitivi~ for the 

3914-A band is determined, A similar calibration 

.was performed for photaneter No, 1 and O'Neil's 

photaneter, except that the .lamP temperature was de

termined by setting the current. ~e calibration 

was based primarily on measurements at 2200° K 

(brightness). The sensitivi~ af the tube in pho

tameter No. 1 was 1.37 X lo3 A/H at 3914 A, in goOd 
agreement with the value af 1,31 X lo3 Ajw obtttil:.ed 

by another method, 

The two photometers were used to make a 3914-A 

cross-section measurement at 907-eV electron energy, 

and 1,39 1..1 pressure (determined by setting an ioni

zation gauge at the reading recorded dl.U"ing the Pi

rani gauge calibration). Results with tlE ASE pbo

taneter and photometer No, 1 were, respectively, 4.6 

x 10-18 r:m2 am 4. 9 x 10-18 en!-1 using the calibra

tions just obtained, Using the original calibration 

of photometer No. 1, the cross section would be 5,1 

x 10- 18 r:m2 • The I/ISL average value at 907 eV is 

5, 5 X 10- 18 cnf-, 

Apparently, if the Pirani ~uge with the ASE 

caiib~ation had been used to measure pressure, and 

the pyraneter had been used to measure temperatl.U"e 

in the pbotaneter calibration, the ASE pbotaueter 

would mve indicated about the same cross section af 

4.6 x 10-18 en!-; thus, the di:f'ference in cross sec-

12 

tions should inlicate the net difference introduced 

by radiometry and pressl.U"e-gauge calibrations at 

I/ISL and ASE,. no more than 10 to 15%. The pressl.U"e

gauge calibration might explain a difference af 20'% 

between our results and those of Carleton, 

O'Neil and Carleton22 have recent:cy made obser

wtions on the 3914-A emission produced by s.. and . 

50.. keV electrons. Further observations are· neces

sary to reach firm conclusions i however 1 these pre

liminary measurements indicate cross sections appre

ciabzy higher than those obtained in the older meas

l.U"ements with the same electron energies·, 5 13 and 

more nearly consistent with cross sections measured 

here at lower energies, 

CONCIIJSI01'5 

The IASL measl.U"ements, together with those af 

Srivastava and Mirza, 7 McConkey et al, 1 818 and the 

observations af O'Neil and Carleton, 22 provide con

siderable evidence that the 3914-A electron excita

tion cross sections are higher than the values ob

tained in the earlier exper:l.tnents.~s '.fue reproduci

bili~ af results obtained· here under a· varie~ af 

conditions, and using different photometric tech

niques, allows same .confidence that the cross sec

tions presented are correct within the quoted accu

racy, 
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